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Summer II, 2016 

Chemistry 302 – 001 and Chemistry 302 - 020 

Fundamental Applications of Chemistry 

 

Instructor: Dr. Darrell R. Fry  Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry 

Email:  frydr@sfasu.edu  Phone: (936) 468-1406 

Office: M120    Office Hours: 12:15-12:45 M-R & by appointment.   

Class and Laboratory meeting time and place: M-R Math 132; Class: 8-9:45; Laboratory: 9:50-11:35 

 

Course Description:  Presentation of the applications of chemistry and chemical principles to everyday life 

with an emphasis on hands-on investigations.  May not be used to meet graduation requirements by students 

majoring/minoring in the College of Sciences and Mathematics.   

 

Number of Credit Hours:  4 semester hours - 3 hours lecture and 2 hours lab in the course of a fall/spring 

semester.    

 

Course Prerequisites and Corequisites:  Prerequisites: CHE 125, PHY 125, or consent of instructor. Required 

lab fee. 

 

Program Learning Outcomes:  There are no specific program learning outcomes for this major addressed in 

this course.  This course is a general education course and a service course. 

 

General Education Core Curriculum Objectives:  There are no specific general education core curriculum 

objectives in this course.  This course is not a core curriculum course. 

 

Course Objective:  The course objective is to demonstrate to the prospective elementary teacher, the basic 

concepts and application of chemical principles and show how a teacher may apply these concepts in the 

elementary classroom, especially by the use of appropriate hands-on exercises. 

 

Student Learning Outcomes:  Upon completion of this course, the students are expected to 

 Recognize the structure of the atom 

 Recognize simple nuclear processes  

 Recognize ionic and covalent bonding 

 Recognize solutions 

 Recognize acids and bases 

 Recognize gas behavior 

 be able to apply the concepts of chemistry in hands-on activities  

 

Text and Materials: 

1. Chemistry for Dummies John Moore ISBN-13: 858-0001058498 or ISBN-10: 1118007301 

2. Graph Composition 5×5 ruled book that measures 24.7 by 19.0cm 
3. Scientific calculator 
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Course & Laboratory Calendar: 

Day Material Covered 

LECTURE/CHAPTER      Laboratory 

Tuesday C1:  What is Chemistry & Why do I need to know some?   Measurements; Cards—1 

Wednesday C2:  Contemplating Chemical Calculations PhET Training—2 

Thursday C3:  Matter and Energy PhET: Atomic Structure—3 

 

Monday  Exam 1 C4:  Atomic Structure 

Tuesday C5:  The Periodic Table PhET:  Gases—4 

Wednesday C6:  Gases Gas Calculations; DEMO N2 & CO2—5 

Thursday Questions Exam 2 

 

Monday  C7: Reactions PhET: Balancing & the Mole—6 

Tuesday C8: The Mole PhET:  OPEN—7
 

Wednesday C9: Solutions Glassware—8 

Thursday Exam 3 Making Solutions:  Solid Kool-Aid & Diluting Kool-Aid—9 

 

Monday  Exam 4 PhET: Sugar & Salt Solutions—10 

Tuesday C10: Thermochemistry Outside Exercise #1 

Wednesday C11:  Acids & Bases Outside Exercise #2 

Thursday DEMO:  Acids and Bases—11 

C11: Acids & Bases 
Outside Exercise #3

 

 

Monday  Field Trip—outside exercise #4 

Tuesday C12: Quantum Theory Make-up 

Wednesday C13: Ionic Open 

Thursday C14: Covalent Review 

Friday Final Comprehensive Exam  

 
Exams in RED.; Lab activities in BLUE.; OUTSIDE Exercise IN PURPLE; PhET in Green.  The activities 

are both lab and PhET.  

 
Schedule for Outside Exercise 

Activity Description Due before class starts on  

Outside Exercise #1 PhET  at grade level 8/4 
Outside Exercise #2 PhET below grade level 8/8 

Outside Exercise #3 PhET above grade level 8/10 
Outside Exercise #4 Field Trip 8/9 
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Grading Policy:  

Grades are based upon performance.   

 

There will be 5 Exams each worth 100 points. These exams will consist of multiple-choice and/or true-false 

and/ or fill-in-the-blank questions and/or essays. All of the exams are comprehensive.  Exams cannot be made-

up.  If an exam is missed, with proper documentation, the remaining 4 exams will be scaled to count for all 5 

exams.     

 

Each student is will maintain an activity notebook.  The activity notebook must be Graph Composition 5×5 

ruled book that measures 24.7 by 19.0cm.  The activity notebook is worth 200 points and will be collected 

periodically.  The notebook of activities will be spot checked ONLY.  If students have completed the item(s) 

that are checked completely and correctly, then they will receive full credit.  If the checked item(s) are less than 

not complete or only partially correct, the student may receive partial credit.  Assigning partial credit is at the 

discretion of the faculty member alone.   

 

The eleven activities are composed of both the PhET activities and the Lab Activities are worth 20 points 

each.  The lowest activity will be dropped.  A make-up activity will be held the last week (Tuesday).  

Students who are not present for the activities will not be allowed to turn in the work.  Late work will be 

penalized at a rate of 20% per day and late work that is less than 1 day late will receive a minimum of 10% 

deduction.   

 

Four outside activities worth 50 points each will be given during the semester.  Late work will be penalized at a 

rate of 20% per day and late work that is less than 1 day late will receive a minimum of 10% deduction.    

 

Periodic quizzes will be given.  Each quiz is worth 10 points.  Quizzes cannot be made up—regardless of the 

reason for the absence.  Instead the lowest 2 quizzes will be dropped.  Quizzes may be announced or “POP” 

quizzes.  If collaboration is allowed, the instructor will may this clear.  If in doubt, ASK! 

 

A percentage will be made from the total points available.  Modifications to this will be posted on d2l.   

 
   A  90% 

   B  80%  

   C  70% 

   D  60%  

   F  < 59% 

Attendance Policy: 

Attendance and in-class participation are important aspects of this course. Therefore, students are given 2 

percentage points to his/her final average. For every hour of class/laboratory missed in excess of two hours, 2 

percentage points are subtracted from the course percentage.  Please note, this means that if you miss (or do not 

participate) for 2 days (9 hours of class/lab) then you will have your grade lowered by 10 percentage points. 

 

If you miss because you are sick, please notify me via email as soon as you can.  If you miss more than 1 day 

because of illness, you must go to the doctor and get a note.   
 

Academic Integrity (A-9.1) 
Academic integrity is a responsibility of all university faculty and students. Faculty members promote academic integrity 

in multiple ways including instruction on the components of academic honesty, as well as abiding by university policy on 

penalties for cheating and plagiarism.  

Definition of Academic Dishonesty 
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Academic dishonesty includes both cheating and plagiarism. Cheating includes but is not limited to (1) using or 

attempting to use unauthorized materials to aid in achieving a better grade on a component of a class; (2) the falsification 

or invention of any information, including citations, on an assigned exercise; and/or (3) helping or attempting to help 

another in an act of cheating or plagiarism. Plagiarism is presenting the words or ideas of another person as if they were 

your own. Examples of plagiarism are (1) submitting an assignment as if it were one's own work when, in fact, it is at 

least partly the work of another; (2) submitting a work that has been purchased or otherwise obtained from an Internet 

source or another source; and (3) incorporating the words or ideas of an author into one's paper without giving the author 

due credit. 
 

Please read the complete policy at http://www.sfasu.edu/policies/academic_integrity.asp 
 

Any student found cheating will be subject to the penalties as stated in the Student Code of Conduct handbook; including 

but not limited to a score of zero on exam, expulsion from the class or expulsion from the University.   

 

Withheld Grades Semester Grades Policy (A-54)  
Ordinarily, at the discretion of the instructor of record and with the approval of the academic chair/director, a grade of 

WH will be assigned only if the student cannot complete the course work because of unavoidable circumstances. Students 

must complete the work within one calendar year from the end of the semester in which they receive a WH, or the grade 

automatically becomes an F. If students register for the same course in future terms the WH will automatically become an 

F and will be counted as a repeated course for the purpose of computing the grade point average. 

 

The circumstances precipitating the request must have occurred after the last day in which a student could withdraw from 

a course.  Students requesting a WH must be passing the course with a minimum projected grade of C.  

 

Students with Disabilities 
To obtain disability related accommodations, alternate formats and/or auxiliary aids, students with disabilities must 

contact the Office of Disability Services (ODS), Human Services Building, and Room 325, 468-3004 / 468-1004 (TDD) 

as early as possible in the semester.  Once verified, ODS will notify the course instructor and outline the accommodation 

and/or auxiliary aids to be provided.  Failure to request services in a timely manner may delay your accommodations. For 

additional information, go to http://www.sfasu.edu/disabilityservices/. 
 

Acceptable Student Behavior 

Classroom behavior should not interfere with the instructor’s ability to conduct the class or the ability of other students to 

learn from the instructional program (see the Student Conduct Code, policy D-34.1). Unacceptable or disruptive 

behavior will not be tolerated. Students who disrupt the learning environment may be asked to leave class and may be 

subject to judicial, academic or other penalties. This prohibition applies to all instructional forums, including electronic, 

classroom, labs, discussion groups, field trips, etc. The instructor shall have full discretion over what behavior is 

appropriate/inappropriate in the classroom. Students who do not attend class regularly or who perform poorly on class 

projects/exams may be referred to the Early Alert Program.  This program provides students with recommendations for 

resources or other assistance that is available to help SFA students succeed.   

 

As future teachers, I expect you to conduct yourselves as you would expect your students to behave. Please be considerate 

of your classmates and the instructor. Please keep cell phones & pagers on silent, vibrate or off. If you are found to be 

text messaging during class, you will be asked to leave class for that day and will be counted absent for that day. 

 
The policies for the class apply to visitors and staff! 
 

The sentence and the paragraph  

A sentence is a complete thought that is free of grammatical and spelling errors—when asked to return a 

sentence please do so.  A paragraph is a well written coherent grouping of 6-8 sentences—when asked to return 

a paragraph do so.  

 

D2L 

http://www.sfasu.edu/policies/academic_integrity.asp
http://www.sfasu.edu/disabilityservices/
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Dr. Fry does not answer e-mails sent through D2L.  Instead email me at frydr@sfasu.edu outside of D2L.  The 

D2L site for the lab has no material in it.  Instead refer to the D2L site for the course. 
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Students Records of Grades 

Students are responsible for keeping up with their graded material.  In addition, to keeping the graded material 

for the course, Dr. Fry suggests taking using your phone to make a snap shot of the graded work as you go.  

Graded material will be returned in class, or will be made available during office hours.  Grades will also be 

posted on D2L; however, students should keep all of their graded work. 

 

Grades will not be discussed immediately before or immediately after class.  If you believe that something 

was mis-graded, go to the text and or/ your class notes and/or the syllabus.  Look carefully, for your own 

mistake, before approaching the instructor.  If after this examination, you cannot find your mistake, then 

approach the professor in a polite way.  Leading questions like: “I do not understand what I missed here” are the 

most effective at drawing attention to a mistake by the professor.   

 

InfoLab Schedule 

W  7/13 from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

R  7/14 from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

  

T 7/19 from 10-11:35 LIBR 215 InfoLab 2 

  

M  7/25 from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

T  7/26 from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

  

  

M  8/1 from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

T  8/2  from 10-11:35 LIBR 107AA InfoLab 1 

W 8/3  from 10-11:35 LIBR 215 InfoLab 2 

R  8/4  from 10-11:35 LIBR 102A LINC Classroom 

 


